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 Аннотация: В данной статье рассматривается социальная значимость 

повышения интеллектуального потенциала молодежи, а также подробно 

анализируется тот факт, что реализация интеллектуального потенциала, 

талантов и способностей молодежи важна для устойчивого развития общества. 
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Raising the youth of our country as competent people in all respects is one of the 

priorities of state policy. Because only such young people can carry out the ambitious 

big plans. It is possible to build a new Uzbekistan with young people who have grass 

in their hearts, are enthusiastic, have ilmu potential. So many of our young people can 

hope for a bright future. Although the perfection of young people depends on such 

important aspects as physical, spiritual, scientific, intellectual, in particular, the 

inherent intellectual characteristics of each age are important in this. We know that 

intelligence is a person's mental ability, the ability to know the world, to act wisely, to 

anticipate events. It can also be said that the intellectual ability of each person is only 

unique is a miracle of the creator. It is true that, although intellectual ability is innate, 

the creation, cultivation, development of conditions for its occurrence is also 

considered one of the important functions of society. Wanting their children with a land 

future to come of age as mature people, the society strives diligently to create all the 

conditions necessary for their intellectual potential, talents and abilities to come true. 

President Sh.It is not for nothing that Mirziyoev said: “As long as we are firmly 

committed to building the great future of Uzbekistan, we should start this great work 

not tomorrow today, for which, first of all, we should create the necessary conditions 

for our needy youth exactly today.  
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In today's time, when the pace of development is growing, the struggle to find its 

place in the global space is in full swing, only young people with intellectual potential 

are more suitable for the country. Because independent thinking, deep mastery of 

modern knowledge, excellent mastery of advanced technologies, resistance to a fierce 

competitive environment only through creative abilities, it is possible to win this fight. 

Such features are inherent in talented young people with high intellectual potential. 

After all, " the nation lives at the expense of talents. Talent - national property. Any 

people Bloom, flourish, prosper at the expense of talents. The next day of the countries, 

whose talents are humiliated, will remain dark, under interrogation”1.  

Therefore, in the first goal, it is necessary to identify talented young people in 

time, to create all the necessary conditions for them to bring their talents to the surface. 

Otherwise, many unique talents will die without going to the surface. This situation, 

unfortunately, has been a lot in the past, and now it is not uncommon. How many talents 

disappeared without a trace due to the indifference of those around them, the 

helplessness of parents, the lack of necessary conditions in general. This is a huge loss 

not only for the talented themselves, but also for their people, their homeland. 

It is gratifying that today it is being tried not to allow this to happen as much as 

possible. In our country, it should be recognized that in the following years a number 

of necessary practical work has been done on the way to developing the intellectual 

potential of talented young people. Suppose the establishment of “presidential 

schools”, “schools of creativity”, designed to provide deep knowledge to talented 

young people, is evidence of our opinion. 

We said that every young man-girl growing up would have different intellectual 

abilities, interests. Therefore, first of all, their abilities, interests are taken into account, 

incentives are the same. Only then can they fully manifest themselves, grow up to be 

mature masters of the sphere in which they are interested, and, as a result, make a 

worthy contribution to the development of the sphere, to the development of society. 

It is especially important to take care of its flames, preserving the spark of talent that 

flashed brightly from some side from various hurricane-force storms. Strictly speaking, 

the transformation of an opportunity into reality does not happen on its own, it requires 

the necessary conditions for this. 

Raising the intellectual potential of young people depends on several aspects, let's 

dwell on the most important of them. In this, of course, it is advisable to note the role 

of knowledge in the first goal. It's no secret that now we live in the age of science. The 

development of the country, the living well-being of the population is based on the 

deep acquisition of modern knowledge, their implementation into life. Therefore, a 

                                                             
1 Назар Эшонқул, Фикрни маърифат уйғотади. “Маънавий ҳаёт”, 2023, №3, 32-бет. 
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special approach is required for talented young people to acquire knowledge based on 

the requirements of the time. True, in subsequent years, the number of private and 

public schools teaching subjects in a deepened program for gifted students has 

increased significantly. This is a delightful case, of course. After all, the same approach 

to all, the same demand for all is destined not to justify itself. 

One of the main indicators of the intellectual abilities of young people is 

manifested through their independent thinking. Only a person who can solve any 

problem based on his intellectual potential, knowledge, experience thinks 

independently. Only a person with his own independent opinion can contemplate. Only 

a thinking person can innovate something, create something. The more people creating 

this way, the more stable the development of society will be. The nation provides only 

the people who create the development of the country. 

A person who can think independently will also have the ability to meditate 

philosophically. The philosophical worldview is the intellectual perception of the 

world and man. Unfortunately, at the moment, as a result of the lack of formation of a 

philosophical worldview, the ranks of young people are increasing, given to religious 

fanaticism, who do not have the skills of scientific-intellectual understanding of reality. 

Historically, it is known that the consequence of giving in to various superstitions will 

not be good. In the modern world, based on the development of Science and 

technology, it is impossible to go far, knowing mythological and religious visions, 

concepts. The struggle of the globalized world, based on cruel competition, is won only 

by those armed with the most modern knowledge. 

Today, one of the most important of modern knowledge has become Information 

Communication Technologies. Although these technologies continue to assume that a 

person who does not know the secrets of mystery from Miri to Siri has lagged behind 

in time. What area we do not take today lies in information and communication 

technologies at the heart of its development. It can also be seen that the thorough 

acquisition of Information Communication Technologies and the effective use of its 

capabilities are also important in raising and demonstrating the intellectual potential of 

talented young people. 

We live in a time when the process of globalization is gaining momentum and 

scientific, cultural, educational ties between peoples are gaining momentum. 

Uzbekistan has also become an active subject of international relations. In other words, 

Uzbekistan also turned to the world. Now it is a requirement of a new time for the 

youth of our country to have excellent knowledge of foreign languages, especially 

English, in finding a worthy place in the world in each area.  
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In the rise of the intellectual potential of each person, the fact that teran can follow 

the observation can only be achieved through tireless reading and promoting what he 

has read. The importance of the book is fully expressed in the opinion of the noble 

adibimiz Oybek: “the tolmas wings of thought are the book”. The role of the book in 

the maturation of young people, their formation as mature specialists is special. 

Because the Good Book of chindanam is a unique discovery, a great value that raises 

a person from the earth to the Blue, leads him to perfection, puts seeds of goodness in 

his heart, black with white, helps to mean the difference between goodness and evil. 

As you can see, raising the intellectual potential of young people is becoming 

more relevant today than ever before. Because the future of any society is considered 

directly dependent on the intellectual potential of the growing generation, the 

conditions created today for its deep acquisition of modern knowledge. The fact that 

today in our country is trying to create all the possibilities for young people to receive 

a high level of knowledge, and most importantly, the height of the passion of talented 

young people for obtaining knowledge, is pleasing. Indeed, “you may have heard that 

our karakoats studying abroad exceeded 150,000. I am the most priceless asset of our 

nation, my state and my state, our young people who are hard working on the path of 

tomorrow's knowledge!”2  

 

 

                                                             
2 Қулман Очил. Ватанпарвар ёшлар қандай тарбияланади? “Маънавий ҳаёт”, 

2023, №3, 11-бет. 
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